
Demand, Capacity & 
Flow QI Collaborative
Learning Set 1

27 April 2023



Housekeeping
▪ No fire alarm tests are planned for today.

▪ Toilets are located to the right of the lifts on level 1 and the ground floor. 

▪ Lunch will be from 12:55-13:40 and will be served in Room 1.1 (just 
outside the main auditorium).

▪ Room 1.1 is also available if anyone needs to take a break at any point or 
needs some space on their own.

▪ If you need to take a phone call or attend to an email during a 
presentation, please kindly leave the room.



Twitter
▪ We will be live tweeting this event so you may see the QI coaches on 

their phones during some sessions. Please also find and follow us 
@NCCMentalHealth or search for #DCFQI.

▪ We encourage use of Twitter and social media to share the work that 
you are doing throughout the collaborative.

▪ However, we kindly ask you not to tweet people’s names, photographs 
of people’s faces or their talks without their permission.

Thank you!!



Agenda
Time Item Speaker

11:00-11:05 Welcome and housekeeping Amar Shah, National Improvement 
Lead, NCCMH

11:05-11:15 Ice breaker Adele de Bono, QI Coach, NCCMH

11:15-11:20 Re-cap
Amar Shah, 
National Improvement Lead, NCCMH

11:20-12:10 Reviewing your flow chart and learning from 
each other Renata Souza, QI Coach, NCCMH

12:10-12.55 Helping your QI project take shape Saiqa Akhtar, Senior QI Advisor, NCCMH

12:55-13:40 LUNCH

13:40-13:50 Sharing ideas for your QI project Adele de Bono, QI Coach, NCCMH

13:50-14:45 Involving people with lived experience in your QI 
project

Ben and Sarah Markham, NCCMH 
Patient/Carer representatives

14:45-14:55 Next steps for your QI project Aarti Gandesha, QI Coach, NCCMH

14:55-15:00 Close Emily Cannon, Head of QI, NCCMH



Ice breaker

Find another person you don't know, on the other 
side of the room wearing the same colour as you, 

and pick a question to each answer…



Ice breaker

▪ Would you rather automatically sing along or dance to 
every single song you hear?

▪ Would you rather find yourself in the middle of a food 
fight or a water balloon fight?



Ice breaker

▪ Find someone you don't know, on the other side of 
the room wearing the same colour as you, and ask 
them: ‘What are you hoping to get out of today?



Recap
Dr Amar Shah
National Improvement Lead, RCPsych



Identification of 
quality issue

Understanding 
the problem

Developing a 
strategy and 
change ideas

Testing 
Implementation 
& sustaining the 

gains

Applying Quality Improvement



At the launch event 
you developed your 

block diagrams



QI coaches have 
been working 

with you to 
develop your 
flow charts



Cambridge and Peterborough NHS Foundation Trust – Adult autism 
service



North East London NHS Foundation Trust Havering - CAMHS Team



Kent and Medway Partnership NHS and Social Care Trust - Community Mental Health 
Team



Activity/Flow: Water 
pouring out, work being 

done

Backlog: Level of water in the 
bath, the size of the queue

Demand: Water 
pouring in, work 

referred in

Capacity: Plug hole size, 
resource available



Reviewing your flow chart

Reflecting on what you have learnt so far from 
creating your flow chart and looking at data… 

▪ Where do you think there is a flow issue / 
opportunities for improvement?

 
Discuss as a team, and using the red marker, 
to draw a circle around the part(s) of the 
pathway you want to focus on for your project. 

10 minutes



Learning from each other

Split your team into two groups

▪ Group one stays at the table to share the work 
you’ve done with other teams

▪ Group two moves around the room, looking 
at other teams’ flowcharts, discussing their 
work, sharing suggestions and ideas 

Swap groups – 15 minutes for each group

30 minutes



Feedback from teams

10 minutes

• What has been your learning / light bulb 
moments from creating your flow charts 
and looking at data? 

• Any reflections from speaking to other 
teams? 

 



Developing your aim, 
measures and ideas!
QI team
National Collaborating Centre for Mental Health



Identification of 
quality issue

Understanding 
the problem

Developing a 
strategy and 
change ideas

Testing 
Implementation 
& sustaining the 

gains

Applying Quality Improvement



What method 
do we use?



Aim

Broad aim: to support 
community and 

inpatient teams within 
mental health services 

to understand demand, 
develop and test 
change ideas to 

improve flow, reduce 
waiting lists and 

manage demand in 
creative ways.



Measurement

What can you measure to 
help you understand the 

impact of the change 
ideas that you test?



What are the key areas 
that you will need to 

focus on to achieve the 
aim? What ideas can 

you test?

Theory of change



Build your 
theory – 
driver 
diagram

Primary Drivers
Big topics that you 

will need to work on 
to influence your aim

Change Ideas
Ideas to test to 

move towards your 
aim

Secondary Drivers
What would need 
to be in place to 

positively influence 
primary driver?

In order to 
achieve this

We need to 
ensure…

Which requires…
Ideas to ensure this 

happens

Aim
What you want 

to achieve



Demand and capacity in an ADHD team: reducing the wait times for an ADHD assessment to 12 weeks 
City and Hackney CAMHS, East London NHS Foundation Trust

Example: 

Aim Primary drivers Secondary drivers Change ideas

https://qi.elft.nhs.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/Demand-and-Capacity-in-an-ADHD-team.-L.A-Roughan-and-J.-Stafford.pdf


Example: 

Aim Primary drivers Secondary drivers Change ideas

Reduce the waiting times in the Luton Memory Assessment Service (elft)
East London NHS Foundation Trust



Developing your QI project

▪ What do you want to improve? Develop a 
SMART aim for your project.

▪ What can you measure to understand if the 
changes you are testing are leading to 
improvement?

Complete worksheet provided

20 minutes



Change ideas

Thinking about the areas you want to focus 
on…

▪ What change ideas can you test to improve 
these areas?

Add your ideas to sticky notes and add them 
to the relevant parts of the flow chart

10 minutes



Lunch

12.55 – 13.40



Sharing ideas for your QI project

What are thoughts so far on your aim, 
measures and change ideas?  

10 minutes



Involving people with lived 
experience in your QI project

Sarah Markham and Ben
NCCMH DCF patient/carer representatives



Having a person in a lived experience role on 
the project team: where are we at? 

Planning Recruiting Recruited 



Think
about

Consider

Share ideas on how to ‘make it happen’

what gets in the way of realising this

what people in lived experience roles 
can add to Project Teams

Today



What can a person in 
a lived experience 

role add to a Project 
Team?

 (3 minutes to discuss)

Please go to:
https://www.menti.com
enter code: 2675 2880

OR 
scan the following QR code:

https://www.menti.com/




Create a 
practical 

issue

…and an 
unhelpful 
behaviour

Adopt an 
unhelpful 
attitude…



Discuss in tables 
(5 minutes)



Issues, 
attitudes and 

behaviours
Please go to:

https://www.menti.com
enter code: 2675 2880

OR 
scan the following QR code:

https://www.menti.com/


Issues, 
attitudes 

and 
behaviours

Pick one 
you’re 

confronting

Lay out problem in 
more detail

Pick one 
you’ve 

overcome

Discuss how you 
overcame



Discuss in tables 
(7 minutes)



Challenges? 
Solutions?



OK and now what next?

▪ What can we do differently?
▪ What ideas can we try out with people in 

lived experience roles, to optimise team 
working within the project?

▪ How can we share and embed what we 
learn?



Next steps for your QI project 
Aarti Gandesha
QI Coach, NCCMH



Next steps for your QI project

With your team and QI Coach, think about…..

• Your next steps 

• Your first action when you meet as a team

Use worksheet provided
10 minutes



Close
Emily Cannon
Head of Quality Improvement, NCCMH



Optional drop-in sessions

Time Item Facilitators
15:00-15:30 Time with QI coach DCF QI Coaches

15:00-15:30 Reflecting on the day Ben Walford and Sarah Markham, 
NCCMH DCF Patient/Carer 
representatives
Rosanna Bevan, QI Coach



▪ We value your feedback as this helps 
us to continue to improve these 
events and ensure topics covered are 
meaningful and relevant to you. 

▪ Please use the QR displayed here, or 
the paper copies on your tables. 
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